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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes and discusses the concept for an Earth Observation Knowledge 
Base Model and the approach to a Knowledge Base System implementation to pro
vide advanced guidance for users to EO information and data. It highlights also crit
ical technical issues and benefits to users. 
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1 IN1RODUCTION 

User system intelligence is growing slowly during the last years although multidis
ciplinary activities in many scientific domains have increased the need for global 
user services. Yet, most peer systems had been heterogeneous in terms of access pro
tocols, query languages and database schemas. For multidisciplinary activities it is 
moreover true, that the associations between different datasources have not been ex
plored, basically due to lack of unified data models. 

The application of remote sensed image products relies largely on mathematical the
ories and physics that are individually applied for each case. Each application, e.g. 
classification of vegetation types, focuses on a number of physical phenomenae and 
influencing factors and it is up to the user to make the right choices of the means to 
solve the problem. Therefore, it would be helpful to create an application related 
knowledge and a case storage with facts from instruments, products, algorithms, 
quality, results and more. Earlier implementations of Knowledge Base and reasoning 
techniques implementations that have oeen undertaken for EO user systems (Basili, 
1991) showed the benefits of more system autonomy. (Hayes-Roth, 1994) argues 
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further that Knowledge Base Systems are a fundamental to more complex problem 
solving techniques. 

It is assumed that the issues discussed below can be transduced to other problem 
fields as environmental information systems, since they possess comparable charac
teristics to the Earth Observation information systems. 

2 INFORMATION MINING 

Today's user systems for Earth Observation and environmental services are mostly 
requiring users to provide pin-pointing entries to the systems. An ideal system would 
first give seamless access to various sources (system interoperability) and secondly 
reduce the complexity in mining down to the desired data 

As a general tendency, it can be observed that many record-oriented EO information 
systems are converted more and more into document-like collection where each 
record is a small document on its own with a tagged layout and controlled terms. This 
is mainly due to the increasing requirements of the information contents for each en
try and the demand for local deviations and add-ons away from the standard protocol 
baseline. Commonalities between the identification of concepts in documents and 
abstracts and the identification of concepts in a particular scientific data set descrip
tion can be found. Hence, the principles and techniques of linguistic processing (LP) 
(Winiwarter, 1996), information retrieval (IR) and artificial intelligence (AI) become 
applicable here to access collections of information. This list can be extended by 
Neural Networks techniques (froina, 1996) and inference network models, based on 
the work by Turtle and Croft (furtle, 1990; Turtle, 1992). 

The International Directory Network and the Common Interoperable Protocol (CIP) 
(friebnig, 1997a) present standards for the access to EO information systems, han
dling of entries and defmition of large controlled vocabularies. Further, a propaga
tion of information models through an Explain Database and Extended Service 
Database by the servers is incorporated (Triebnig, 1997b ). But system interoperabil
ity doesn't entail yet the mapping of different user concepts and terminology onto the 
actual system knowledge. 

3 INTELLIGENT USER SUPPORT 

3.1 Overview 
A factual knowledge system for Earth Observation is built in the CEOS Dossier 
WWW information system that is based on a RDBMS (Simonson, 97). A further 
extension of its EO model has been generated in the IGEOS project (IGEOS, 1996), 
which proposes an OODBMS as the core platform for the Knowledge Base. Anoth
er system with a wider scope, where methods of AI have been applied to distributed 
EO processing planning, is SEIDAM (Goodenough, 1994). The task of distributed 
processing can also be found in EOSDIS (Elkington, 1995) and ISIS (ISIS, 1996), 
implying that procedural knowledge must be stored and made accessible to identify 
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suitable products and processing for a particular application. The described Knowl
edge Base Systems are likely to evolve to gain better control over user access, appli
cation analysis and production cycles. However, this optimistic panorama should be 
confmed. A limited domain-specific knowledge approach is considered to be feasi
ble, while larger systems, as the one for common-sense storage reported in (Lenat, 
1995), would fmd quickly high technical barriers. 

The directory and especially the guide layers are relevant for this discussion, since 
they determine the access path to a product request (i.e. data sets) or retrieval of rel
evant information (e.g. an article or a fact sheet describing an instrument). The 
problem of guiding can be related to work that has been conducted in the area of In
formation Retrieval. (Agosti, 1990) concludes that it would be more convenient for 
users to navigate through semantic concepts of document collections than through 
their information content. 

3.2 Application Domain Model 
The purpose of intelligent guiding is to present to users a navigational facility that 
represents his intuitive understanding of the EO environment he/she is working in 
and to let him discover the information he is looking for as quick and concise as pos
sible. A pre-requisite for this is an extensive system knowledge and a model how it 
should be accessed and presented. Such a system is commonly called Knowledge 
Base System. 

A Knowledge Base 
is growing over 
time and represents 
an asset for the or
ganization. It fur
ther gets value the 
more knowledge 
items are inserted. 
This suggests al
ready that the foun
dation of a 
knowledge base 
should be generic 
enough to host 
model modifica-
tions over time and 
be able to interface 

Figure 2: KB Navigation Path 

evolving interfaces. The heart of such a development is therefore definitely the KB 
itself in the first cycle. Several attempts to anticipate straightaway the MMI function
ality have failed. 

The KBS should allow in essence an entry through a query and through navigation. 
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Figure 2 shows a three plane graph that represents the levels through which a user 
can navigate and leans on the schema presented in (Agosti 1990). The first level con
tains the user concepts. Those represent the complete set of information in the con
text of the user's understanding. The second level is comprised of classes and their 
relationship. This is the level where the KB is conceptually located. The advantage 
of this approach lies in that the system doesn't only use its database contents, but also 
the model on which the database is built. This model reflects knowledge on its own 
in addition to the contents of the database (attributes of the objects) at instance level. 
The third level represents the object themselves that are ingested into the database. 

3.3 Knowledge Base System Concept 
The required system autonomy mentioned before will be determined by the amount 
of available knowledge holding components and how they are glued together. The 
IGEOS project has defmed a number of components for an EO domain specific 
Knowledge Base System (IGEOS, 1996). The user access is conceived through a 
standard World-Wide-Web front-end since this technology is most popular and the 
hypertext approach in the WWW harmonises with the principles of a semantic net
work (see also (Parsaye, 1989)). 

The turning table of the system is the User Interaction Manager which is tasked to 
control the user transaction on the system and interfaces the CGI that provides flex
ible response to the web browser. 

The two major components are the Thesaurus and the Knowledge Base. The The
saurus should be directly available for consultation by users, but also is a major 
source for refmements (precision) or amplification (recall) of queries in that it pro
vides additional terms ordered by their relationship to the main search term (nar
rower, broader, related, synonyms etc.). 

The KB Manager is marshalling queries and navigation in the Knowledge Base, 
while the Query Analyser decomposes queries through searching for matching 
terms in the thesaurus or available attribute values in the KB. 

Figure 3 shows an outline how such an architecture looks like. Bold lines indicate 
the core system chain. The shaded modules are optional elements that can further 
enhance the system if required. 

Access to service outside the systems are to be established by a Z39.50 for the ad
vantages of interoperability mentioned before (not shown in the drawing). 

When a match through navigation is achieved the new use-preferred link could be 
stored and inserted. This might require a complex management of the relationships, 
but can be solved by a flexible dynamic implementation of the associations between 
nodes in the semantic network. In the case of a hard-coded relationship network this 
process is replaced by an off-line learning process through recording of the user ses
sion and identification and extraction of the successful navigation paths. In any case 
it seems attractive to store, or at least to tag, the user defmed new relationships as 
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'user defmed' and let them get fixed only after an accumulation of similar user pre
ferred navigation results that would confirm that associations. 

Figure 3: Architectural KBS Concept 

An element that is not depicted in the figure 3 is the Dictionary. This optional ele
ment is an inverted list from major KB attributes. In contrary to the Thesaurus, that 
has no direct link into the KB, the Dictionary allows to enter the KB directly through 
pointers. The Dictionary hosts the list User Concepts and can be less controlled than 
the Thesaurus. This dual approach of Thesaurus and Dictionary should increase the 
transparency of the system during design and implementation. 

The history of user session can contribute to the improvement of adequacy of a 
search strategy and can be maintained in a case base. The search strategy varies ac
cording to the objectives and scope of the user's ambition and it is useful to record 
this interaction for further analysis. 

There are two potential candidate techniques that would provide such a analysis of 
user session results. One is the relevance feedback, where today several techniques 
exist to improve the search performance through iterative cycles (Harman, 1992). 
There is a choice from simple user-driven feedback mechanism to fully automatic 
query refmement. 

The alternate technique of case-based reasoning, as e.g. proposed in (Smail, 1994 ), 
assumes to have built-up a query log from a larger number of users, from which pat
terns are derived by analysing queries and results. The process of memorisation of 
sessions and the subsequent analysis are not trivial, but the system gains responsive
ness over time especially when precise or thematic knowledge is required by users. 
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D. Goodenough has demonstrated the benefits of "Machine Learning" for Remote 
Sensing (RS) in (Charlebois 1992), although focusing on the planning and automa
tion of RS/GIS integration through a user scenario case-base. 

3.4 The Knowledge Base Model 
A Knowledge Base System can cope with different search strategies and setting of 
control parameters to circle in the key information for the user if the model behind it 
has been powerful enough. 

Figure 4 is the high level object model in IGEOS showing the associations between 
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Pigure 4: High level EO object model 

the major classes in the EO model. Each class is then exploded and described through 
a number of tables containing class IDs and names, association types, attributes IDs 
and names with examples. 

Different techniques to model and to implement the core repository of the Knowl
edge Base are conceivable. The analysis executed in (S0lvberg, 1991) concludes that 
Semantic Networks are a good foundation for the representation of domain-specific 
knowledge. Besides semantic network modelling conceptual graphs and object mod
elling (OMT) techniques have been considered in IGEOS. The object modelling is 
complete in describing object attributes, relationships and functional aspects. More
over, it attains a smooth transition from modelling to implementation solutions and 
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is supported by several commercial software packages. More complicated in this ap
proach is to describe taxonomies of objects and associations. As an example, families 
of sensors can be described through poly hierarchies or directed acyclic graphs each 
allowing a different view depending on the classification schema. 

4 CONCLUSION 

In the previous paragraphs a concept was presented under which an intelligent guid
ing is achieved using techniques from different disciplines, particularly Knowledge 
Base Systems and Information Retrieval techniques. The core element is a solid KBS 
with a model that complements the approaches for the (multi-)hierarchical collec
tions for data set driven services of the CIP type. In essence an intelligent guiding 
system must offer a much broader view to the user on the EO discipline and moreo
ver shall have great flexibility in the response depending on subject and user skills. 

The work on IGEOS, having completed a feasibility study and high level design fea
tures, stimulated the idea to create a common data model for the guide level ensuring 
that the user's navigation would encounter similar concept structures independent 
from the system type and access technology of different servers. The second idea is 
that it would a common knowledge approach would foster the generation and inter
change of structured knowledge on Earth Observation applications. This would in
crease the user's awareness of EO potentials. The knowledge models developed for 
EO could be successively expanded (generalized) to cover Earth Science, including 
environmental concepts, consolidating each step through the practical experience 
with user interaction. 
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